Fluid overflow systems stops leaks and streaks

Standard Golf’s improved Professional Series Ball Washer features a fluid overflow system that prevents leaking and streaking of the case.

The overflow tube keeps the fluid level below the crank shaft opening in order to prevent soap from building up on the outside of the case. It cannot be overfilled.

A drain plug makes it easy to drain and can’t be overtightened. The washer can handle up to four balls at a time, comes in eight colors and can be mounted on a number of stands.
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Limb chipper features 90-degree in-feed angle

Promark Products has introduced the model 400 brush and limb chipper to handle tough brush and limb jobs.

The 400 chipper uses a 90-degree in-feed angle to let both knives cut the full diameter of the limb. The chipper provides a fixed hydraulic feed rate of 152 F.P.M.

A safety bar on each side and over the top of the hopper can instantly start, stop or change the direction of the feed rollers. The feed table is located at the rear of the chipper to keep operators away from moving parts. The two 14\1/2-inch knives and 14-inch bed knife will cut limbs as large as 10-12 inches in diameter.
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LV lighting system brightens floating aerators

A high-intensity, low-voltage lighting system from Barebo, manufacturer of Otterbine floating aerators, is designed for use in conjunction with Otterbine floating aerators.

However, the light’s universal mounting bracket allows its use on any type of fountain such as those around pools.

The light meets national electric code requirements and passes testing standards of the electrical testing laboratories, according to the company.
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Simple device removes water from cup holes

The Model 950 Cup Hole Cleaner from Par Aide removes water from cup holes before turf plugs are replaced. In doing so, it helps eliminate unsightly turf damage resulting from plugs replaced in water-filled putting green holes.

When placed in the hole, water rises through a center tube and flows into the outer holding section of the cup cleaner, which is lifted out and emptied.

Par Aide will display this and other products at booth 2053 of the Golf Show.
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Custom flags emblazoned with course logo or number

Custom flags from J.D. Ober are made of 100 percent nylon and sewn with sun-resistant Dacron thread and double hems.

Personalized logos or numbers are screened with long-lasting epoxy ink. The flags are mounted on double-sided grommets or plastic tubes.
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Portable sprayer comes with or without wheels

Falkenberg’s Spotlyte portable sprayer is available with pneumatic tires for towing or without wheels for easy mounting on trucks, tractors or ATVs.

The Spotlyte comes with a 20-gallon polyolefin tank with an eight-inch vented lid. The tank also has a 20-year U.V. protection. The sprayer comes with a 30-foot nylon reinforced hose and lightweight gun with an adjustable conejet nozzle.

Available options include addi-
Cabinet maker branches into golf course market
Robert P. Marasco Cabinets has added golf signs to the company product line. The sandblasted, 1/4-inch-thick vertical grain redwood signs come painted in a variety of colors indicating tees, hazards, distances, etc.

In addition, the company shoots distances for accurate installation of yardage markers. It will also install tee markers if requested.

Injection-molded products add to company's line
Five new injection-molded golf accessories have been added to Outdoor Products' line of golf accessories. Directional signs are sturdy plastic and 6x12 inches in size.

They are mounted on foot-long stakes. Two-inch lettering is easy to read from a distance.

Boom sprayer mounts on back of golf cart
The Westheffer Company's newest golf cart sprayer features a "Cable-flex" boom, a completely cable-suspended boom for less bounce and more even coverage. "Cable-flex" booms are available in 15- or 21-foot lengths.

The sprayer also features an adjustable boom height rack, three section boom control valve, an easy-to-read pressure gauge and a polyethylene corrosion-resistant tank with 100- or 150-gallon capacities.

In addition, it comes with a centrifugal pumping system and gas engine or PTO drive. The golf cart sprayer is also available with a 30- to 40-foot swath Boomjet. A hand-gun, hose and hose rack assembly for spraying trees and shrubs is optional.

Continued on page 74

Before you fertilize...
GET THE THATCH OUT!

According to turf experts, excessive thatch must be removed after a hard winter in order to have healthy turf in the spring. Thatch prevents nutrients from reaching down into the root structure. Result: the lawn cannot breathe and grow properly.

BlueBird has the most complete line of power rakes in the industry, a rake for every lawn and purpose. Spacings for every application. Interchangeable flail reels and knife reels are available for vertical mowing, and together they answer every need of lawn service professionals in every part of the country. Call your distributor today for a BlueBird catalog. For the name of your distributor call the BlueBird Action Center. BlueBird International Inc., 2778 South Tejon, Englewood, Colorado 80110. Phone (303) 781-4458.
PRODUCTS from page 72

Company's complete line fits golf course needs
A complete line of golf course accessories from Rico Manufacturing & Supplies can outfit a golf course from the practice green to the 18th tee.

Fiberglass flag poles come in regulation and tournament sizes in seven- and eight-foot lengths and are highly flexible. Custom striping is available.

Fiberglass sand trap rakes have a flexible four-foot handle and will float if they encounter any angry golfers. Flags come in custom designs with either numbers, course logo or both in tube or grommet styles. The silk-screened nylon flags also come in sizes for putting greens.

In addition, the company manufactures ABS plastic cups and other accessories like brooms and squeegees. Circle No. 199 on Reader Inquiry Card

Hole designs etched in 'natural stone'
Tri Dimensional Designs puts numerous finishes and colors in a distinguished appearance on new Cylex Granite signs.

The signs won't crack or peel and have the look of real sandblasted granite. Raised or depressed lettering gives distinctive, multi-dimensional signs.

The company also makes tee, cart path and yardage markers in both Cylex granite and Cylex marble. Circle No. 200 on Reader Inquiry Card

Jacobsen triplex works in tough conditions
Jacobsen's new Tri-King 1471 offers superintendents 3-wheel drive. The new option gives operators better traction and maneuverability. The triplex will perform on slopes or in wet conditions.

The turf manager can mold the mower to fit the property's conditions. The triplex is available with options including 5- or 10-blade reels, grass catchers, grooved or solid front wheels, front micro-height adjusters and traction wheel weights.

Ball washer cleans up with six-pint capacity
The new Lesco Ball Washer has a six-
pint capacity and is constructed of rigid ABS plastic.

The helix-shaped agitator, unlike crank-type agitators, provides agitation for complete cleaning. A minimum of working parts keeps mechanical troubles down.

The red plastic body resists damage, can be painted as desired and can be personalized with decals.
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Tee markers supported by national sponsorship
Tee markers manufactured by T-Graphics, Inc., are made of sandblasted California redwood and painted in different colors for for tees, fairways, greens and hazards.

The company operates on a national sponsorship program which allows golf courses to obtain the signs for free, and even get revenue sharing for each sign.

The company does this by attracting national sponsors such as American Express, for the signs. The advertising pays for the signs, which are supplied to golf courses at no charge under a five-year program. Courses get $75 per sign per year in revenue sharing.

About 400 courses receive the signs, which the courses must install. T-Graphics will be in booth 2653 at the GCSAA Show.
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Controlled release nitrogen has low burn potential
Coron slow release nitrogen fertilizer from the Coron Corporation is an organic slow release fertilizer with low burn potential.

It is storage stable and has low volatility of nitrogen to the atmosphere to stay where it is put. Coron promotes quick green-up and even turf growth over a longer period of time.

It is compatible with commonly available turf care products and is easily blended into N-P-K liquid fertilizer.
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Repair tool cuts sod for all parts of golf course
The Turfgrass Repair Tool from Gordon Witteveen Enterprises cuts a square piece of sod nearly four inches deep. It is ideal for repairing scars and scrapes, fertilizer burns or chemical spills.

The Repair Tool can be used on tees, greens and fairways. It is available in six- or nine-inch sizes.
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Versatile barrier fence available for crowd control
"Fence-it Plus," a barrier fence, is available from J.A. Cissel Mfg. The versatile Fence-it can be used for crowd control, as a snow fence or to protect newly-seeded areas.

It is highly UV-stable, has long life and is lightweight and easy to install.

It is available in rolls of 4x50 feet and 4x100 feet. See J.A. Cissel at booth 2838 at the Golf Show.
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